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Valuation Process - Discounted Cash Flow Methodologies
Valuation exists for two purposes:

• Fixing Share Price

• Estimating Value for the entrepreneur

• Estimating Goals for the management

It has also other applications, particularly at IPO and Mezzanine Financing
and/or Venture Debt (Plain Debt + Equity Kicker, i.e. warranties)

Value can be defined as the present worth of the right to receive (risky)
future cash flows depending on two factors:

• holding period (time)

• risk, and its measuring

We can practice a valuation by two processes:

• Empirical Methodologies, i.e. by multipliers such as Sales/EBITDA or
Sales/Revenues

• Analytical Approach: Discount Cash Flow

DCF follows two equivalent approaches:

• Risk Adjusted Discount Rate (RADR) Method

PVi =t
Ct

(1+rt)t

where C is cash inflows and rt is the measure of both risk and time as
rt = rF,t +RPt
Cash flows are accounted by the Expected Cash Flows either of the entire

venture, to evaluate the enterprise venture, or a specific financial claim that
is valued (equity, debt). Expected Cash Flow is the average of all possible
outcomes based on their probabilities. In a discrete Scenario analysis there are
different probabilities for different outcomes, while in the simulation scenario
probabilities of different trials are equal.

Measures of Expected Cash Flow
1. Operating Cash Flow: OCF=EBIT + Depreciation Expense - Capital

Expenditure -Increase in Net Working Capital
2. Cash Flow to All Investors: Total Capital Cash Flow= OCF-Actual Taxes
3. Cash Flow to Debtholders: Debt Cash Flow= Expected Interest Payment

+ Expected Net Debt Service (risk embodied in the financial claim)
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4. Cash Flow to Stockholders: OCF - Debt Cash Flow - Actual Taxes
Others
5.Contractual Cash Flow to Creditors: Contractual Interest Payment + Con-

tractual Net Debt Service
6. Unlevered Free Cash Flow: OCF - Theoretical Taxes as Unlevered (No

consideration of debt in calculating the income)
7.EBITDA= EBIT + Depreciation Expense
Each Cash Flow is related to its own specific discount rate, which is the

cost of capital of the financial claim, given its risk. This rate of return must
make the investor indifferent between investing or not. It is a compensation of
deferring consumption (time) and bearing risk.

Risk is measured by the standard deviation of holding period returns.
Assumptions on risk:
-it is not individually but market determined, based only on opportunity

cost
-discount rate depends on outside investor’s ability to diversify.
Price of bearing risk is determined by the application of standard corporate

finance with particular attention towards the diversified portfolio where the
venture is inserted; illiquidity does not influence the investor in evaluation of
new ventures. In the real world diversification is applied without considering
underlying assumptions without pleasing results.

CAPITAL ASSET PRICING MODEL (CAPM)
1. Find a single price to bear risk. It is not affected by individual valuation

but by a single behavior common to all investors, the rational investor (opti-
mizing of the ratio between return and risk). Rational investor will choose to
invest in the efficient set, that is the northwest frontier of the set. Each investor
will choose according to her risk-aversion. The slope of the efficient set at each
optimum is the price of the asset.

Risk averse (tolerant) investors ask for higher (lower) prices; Rational in-
vestors share same efficient set.

ftbpF2.2364in2.0358in0ptcapitalmarketline.png
Borrowing or lending money can spread possibilities of investment. If money

is lent, the rF is earned; if money is borrowed, capital is leveraged and higher
returns can be earned. Capital Market Line let investors choose investments
with higher utility for them by combining risk with single price. We can state
that risk free rate increases the efficiency of the market.

Market portfolio asset M ∼ (rm;σm) is the asset tangent with the Capital
Market Line.

2. Diversification. Only systematic risk can be diversified and taken into
consideration. Total risk of an asset can in fact be split into systematic (i.e.
economic environment-related) and specific risk (intrinsic to the asset). If two
assets are put together and they have got low correlation the resulting asset will
have got low risk than the two assets taken separately. The lower the covariance
the assets have, the lower the risk will be.

Assets should be low correlated in order to diversify the risk properly. Once
complete diversification is realized only systematic risk can be considered by the
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β coefficient.

βj =
cov(rj ;rm)

σ2
m

=
ρ(rj ;rm)σrj

σm
if cov(rj ; rm) ≷ σ2

m =⇒ β ≷ 1

(omissis... I was not in class up to next notes, I will report what I resumed
from slides for sake of completeness)

Therefore in CAPM
ri,t = rF,t + βi,m(rm,t − rF,t)

discount rates obtained must be consistent with cash flows
ri,t = rF,t + βi,m(rm,t − rF,t) with i = E,D,A

rE is associated to Stockholder Cash Flow
rD is associated to Debtholder Cash Flow
rA is associated to Total Cash Flow and Operating Cash Flow

WACC = D
V (1− t)rD+ E

V rE whereas V = D+E is a discount rate
associated to Unlevered Cash Flow

There are some difficulties of RADR with new ventures: in CAPM risk is
measured by standard deviation of holding period returns , but to calculate it

is necessary to know the value of the project as r = E(Ci)
V . Therefore, there is a

simultaneity: to calculate V you need r, to calculate r you need holding period
returns, to calculate holding period returns you need V. The problem is solved
by using prices of publicly traded assets which are comparable.

• Certain Equivalent (CEQ) Method

PVi =t
Ct−RDt
(1+rF,t)t

Expected cash flows of financial claims are valued; risky cash flows are ad-
justed to their certain equivalent by CAPM (from σri to σci ). Risk free rate is
the discount rate. Therefore:

PVi =
Ct−

σCi
σm

ρ(Cj ,rm)(rm−rF )

(1+rF,t)

Difference between rates
Hurdle Rate is the high discount rate used by Venture Capitalist in order to

counterbalance the entrepreneur’s positively biased forecasts.
Market Rate is the rate of returns (cost of capital) required by completely

diversified investors, based only on systematic risk.
Actual Returns: payoffs from Venture Capitalists’ disinvested portfolios.

They depend on industry life cycle but are biased by IRR measure which does
not take into consideration the size of the investment.

it is:
rV Cproj = rF + βproj(rm − rF ) + effort+ illiquidity.

Valuation of the Venture
Value of the venture is given by:
Explicit Value : the result of an analytical process, given the assumptions

on Business Plan and Financial Plan
Continuing Value: does not embody an analytical model but takes into con-

sideration only few assumptions of the growth trend
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Valuation ,must be based on expected future cash flows, discount rates must
be consistent with market returns, must deal with cash flows associated to
different levels of risk and eventually, it must manage complexity, i.e. balance
between reliability of data and amount of information needed.

Expected Cash Flow Treatment
Explicit cash flows are forecasts inside the business plan. If there is not

an alternative scenario in it, the venture capitalist needs to develop at least a
neutral and a failure scenario.

Implicit Cash flow: valuation is based on multipliers with tho approaches.
One is based on expectations about cash flows trends (OCF growth, Price-
Earning ratio), suitable for the entrepreneur. The other is based on expectations
about market prices at the end of holding period, i.e. at liquidity event, suitable
for investors.

Estimation of Continuing value
CV = CVT

(1+rT )T

1. Decide which multiplier to use for continuing value (sales, earning, etc.)
2. Forecast the multiple using an appropriate method
3. Estimation of CV using the multiple.
a) Cash Flow growth rate model: assessment of growth through the obser-

vation of cash multipliers and expected cash returns:

Vt = Ct(1+g)
(r−g) =⇒ Vt

Ct
= P

E = 1+g
r−g g = rx−1

1+x whereas x = P
E

cash flow to consider are the ones at liquidity event normalized.
multipliers to use: usually the ones of public companies but they might not

be consistent with private companies.

CV =
Ct(1+g)
(r−g)

(1+rT )T

b) Venture Capitalist method: consideration of the expected selling price of
the entity at the liquidity event. Multiplier estimation happens in this way:

1. choice of comparable with disclosed price P1and fundamental economic
variable as sales or EBITDA X1.

2. P1

X1
is the multiplier assumed to be the same of target company 2.

3. price of company 2 is:

P2 = P1

X1
X2 therefore CV =

P1
X1

X2

(1+rT )T

(from now there are again notes from Zara’s Lectures)
Explicit Value through DCF
The key starting point is the complete diversification of the investor’s port-

folio. Moreover, the two approaches, CEQ and RADR, share some methods:
cash flow estimation; risk free rate choice; market return estimation.

Choice between RADR
PVi =t

Ct
(1+rt)t

where rt = rF,t + β(rm,t − rF,t)
and CEQ

PVi =t
Ct−RDt
(1+rF,t)t

where RDi = ρ(Ci; rm)
σCi
σrm

(rm,t − rF.t)
RADR should be used if asset is publicly traded or there are some compara-

ble assets by which estimate the desired beta. Otherwise CEQ is more suitable,
and it is the most used in the valuation of new ventures.
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Procedures:
1. Estimation of expected cash flow: assessment of at least three scenarios.

Risk measure associated to expected cash flow is weighted average between
probabilities of outcome and Holding period risk of each scenario. Whereas
Holding Period Risk HPR =

σj
β .

2. Estimation of free risk rate. It must be consistent with holding period
corresponding to liquidity event. It is usually adopted AAA bond issued by
mature and stable country such as USA, Germany, UK. Otherwise can be used
a single maturity bond or a term structure of interest rates. (shorter term
structure for new companies e.g. 10-15 years).

3. Estimation of the market risk premium. A General Stock Market Index
(domestic, regional or international) is commonly used as a proxy of market
portfolio. Must be kept into account that decreases of rate of returns is consis-
tent with life cycle of the economy.

Specific Estimation by RADR
1. Beta Estimation. If firm is not publicly traded the analyst must recur to

comparable firms, public venture funds or scenarios.
2. Consider comparable ventures obtaining an average β . If it is near

to 1 and correlations are low (¡.3) this means that specific risk is high while
systematic risk is low.

3. Analysis of characteristics of the public venture funds; if consistent, their
data can be used.

4. Based on offers from business angels or other investors, estimation of
expected returns.

Specific Estimation by CEQ
1. Scenario analysis to estimate cash flow volatility
2. Standard deviation of market returns
3. Correlation between project cash flow and market return
This estimation leads to estimation of different beta for each period, with

an approach different from RADR.
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